
CSC369 Lecture 11
Larry Zhang, November 30, 2015
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Announcements

➔ No lecture on Tuesday

➔ No tutorial on Thursday

➔ Office hours this week:

◆ Monday to Friday 2-4pm

◆ for A3, and, more importantly, for Final Exam
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Today agenda

➔ more A3 tips

➔ brief mentions of some topics we didn’t talk about

➔ final exam review
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A3 Tips: the overall picture
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super block block group descriptor table
[group desc 0, group desc 1, group desc 2, ...]

disk disk+1K disk+2K disk+3K

data bitmap inode bitmap inode table
[inode #1, inode #2, …, inode #12, ...]

disk+3K block group 0
disk+4K disk+5K

data blocks. directory: list of ext2_dir_entries; regular file: file data

i_block[i]



Incrementing a pointer

ext2_inode* inode_table_a = disk + 5*1024;

unsigned char* inode_table_b = disk + 5*1024;

inode_table_a + 1    and    inode_table_b + 1, same?

No!

inode_table_a + 1 points at disk + 5*1024 + sizeof(ext2_inode)

inode_table_b + 1 points at disk + 5*1024 + 1
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A bug in “ext2.h”
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The type of s_mnt_count was “int” (4-byte) in 
the older version of the file, which should 
have been “short” (2-byte).
It’s fixed in the ext2.h linked by A3 handout, 
but even not fixing it is fine as long as we 
don’t trust the values after s_mnt_count in 
the superblock.



sizeof a struct with a string attribute
struct ext2_dir_entry_2 {

    unsigned int    inode;          /* Inode number */

    unsigned short  rec_len;        /* Directory entry length */

    unsigned char   name_len;       /* Name length */

    unsigned char   file_type;

    char    name[];         /* File name, up to EXT2_NAME_LEN */

};

sizeof(ext2_dir_entry_2) = 4 + 2 + 1 + 1 = 8 bytes

char name[] does not count
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rec_len and padding

rec_len must to follow some rules of alignment:

➔ rec_len must be a multiple of 4
➔ the sum of rec_len of all entries in a block must be 1024 (the block size)

The real length of records may not satisfy these rules, so we need padding

➔ See the spec Section 4.1.6 for an example

So how do we finish reading all directory entries under a directory.

➔ just finish reading all blocks that are pointed by the inode, increment by 
rec_len after reading each entry.
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Error numbers

What do I return when I find there is no free blocks? or other errors?

Include errno.h and you have all the error numbers you’ll need.

http://www.virtsync.com/c-error-codes-include-errno

http://www.virtsync.com/c-error-codes-include-errno
http://www.virtsync.com/c-error-codes-include-errno


string methods

Include string.h, and you’ll have all the string methods you need.

For example:

➔ strncpy: copy the content of a string to another
➔ strtok: split a string into tokens, according to a delimiter
➔ strlen: get the length of a string
➔ strncmp: compare two strings
➔ strerror: get the error message of an error number

It’s all here: http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/cstring/
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http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/cstring/


Read this Piazza post to see the example usages of the command, and what you 
need or don’t need to support.

https://piazza.com/class/idw0k48p6ny1sl?cid=175

For example:

./ext2_ls disk.img /path/to/dir

./ext2_ls disk.img /path/to/dir/   # both of above should work

# you can assume the path is always to a dir, and is never to a file

Example usage of the commands
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https://piazza.com/class/idw0k48p6ny1sl?cid=175
https://piazza.com/class/idw0k48p6ny1sl?cid=175


➔ Check the FAQ post on Piazza regularly

➔ Make sure to test your code on CSLINUX before 
submitting, so that you won’t get a zero for having 
compiler error.

➔ Optional: you can add and another ext2_utils.h if you 
wish, but don’t forget to submit it on MarkUs!

➔ for other additional files, consult with me first.
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things we didn’t learn
just for fun and curiosity, not in the final exam
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Monolithic Kernel vs Microkernel

Two opposite philosophies of kernel design.

Monolithic kernel has all services (like file system, device driver) and core 
functionalities (scheduling, memory allocation) in a tightly knit group sharing the 
same space (the kernel space).

➔ ~10 million lines of code in Linux kernel

Microkernel prefers that core functionalities are separated from system services, 
and devices drivers, which run as user space processes. So that if the sound car 
drivers crashes, it doesn’t crash the whole computer.

➔ ~10 thousand lines of code in MINIX 3, started by A. Tanenbaum
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Bug density depends on module size, module age, and more, but a ballpark figure 
for serious industrial system is between 2 and 10 bugs per 1000 lines of code. 
This means a monolithic system of 5 million lines of is likely to contain between 
10,000 and 50,000 kernel bugs. Not all of these are fatal, …, Nevertheless, 
operating systems are sufficiently buggy that computer manufactures put reset 
buttons on them (often on the front panel), something the manufacturers of TV 
sets, stereos, and cars do not do.

-- Andrew Tanenbaum
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The Tanenbaum-Torvalds Debate

http://www.oreilly.com/openbook/opensources/book/appa.html

http://www.oreilly.com/openbook/opensources/book/appa.html
http://www.oreilly.com/openbook/opensources/book/appa.html
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Multiprocessor scheduling

Scheduling in a multiprocessor is a much more complicated job.

Need to worry about:

➔ Synchronization: multiple processors with separate cache and shared 
memory

➔ Cache affinity: should pick the right CPU whose cache already has the 
content to be accessed.

➔ Load balance: should keep workload even distributed to different 
processors.

➔ Multiprocessor scheduling is an active area of research.



Transactional Memory

Challenge of traditional synchronization

➔ scalability: cost of synchronization grows with size of system
➔ programmability: locks are very hard to use correctly
➔ Lack of abstraction

Transactional Memory:

➔ Database systems allow multiple queries to run in parallel without the users 
needing to worry about concurrency -- because they have transactions.

➔ Make every memory access a transaction
➔ This involves the design of a new programming model.
➔ Active research area!
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Shared memory

➔ Private virtual address space protect application from each other, which is 
what we want most of the time

➔ But this makes it difficult to share data between processes.
➔ Need shared memory. How to implement it using page tables?
➔ Have PTEs in both tables map to the same physical frame
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Things to worry about:

➔ Do we require the same virtual address 
to be mapped to the shared page?

➔ What happens if the shared segment has 
a pointer to non-shared segment.

➔ Must keep multiple PTEs updated when 
shared memory becomes invalid.



Copy on Write

OS spends a lot of time copying data

● for example, when fork(), have to copy the entire parent’s address space

Use Copy on Write (CoW) to defer large copies as long as possible, hoping to 
avoid them altogether

● Instead of copying pages, create shared mappings of parent pages in child 
virtual address space

● Shared pages are protected as read-only in child
○ reads happens as usual

○ writes generate a protection fault, trap to OS, copy page, change page mapping in child page 
table, restart write instruction

● UNIX vfork() 21



Solid State Drives (SSD)

● NAND flash storage technology
○ basic operations: read / write /erase
○ limited erase cycles

● Uniform random access performance
● Data cannot be modified in place: must erase before overwrite
● Consider Ext2 file system, the blocks holding bitmaps get frequently erased 

and wear out
● Wearing levelling (similar idea to Log-structured FS)

○ always write to new location
○ keep a map from logical FS block number to current SSD block location
○ old versions of logically overwritten pages are “stale”

● Garbage collection
● RAID 5: parity checking and striping I/O to multiple NAND chips
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Virtual File System (VFS)
One computer may have different partition formatted with different FS types, but 
the users don’t need to know that.

The idea of VFS provides an abstract file system interface.
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More about deadlock

How to deal with deadlock?

● Prevention: design the system so nicely that deadlock can never happen; 
not really feasible.

● Avoidance: dynamically monitors requests and avoid deadlock conditions, 
heuristic, need some knowledge of the future requests
○ Difference between prevention and avoidance is like the difference between traffic light and 

police directing traffic

● Detection and recovery: drastic, painful, tricky
● Reality: most modern operating systems employ the “Ostrich Algorithm”

○ Ignore the problem and hope it doesn’t happen often
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Distributed systems and OS for the cloud

Everything we learned in this course are about the operating system of a single 
computer. Everything gets more complicated when we talk about a system with a 
big number of computers running together.

● failure: in a distributed system, computers / disks constantly fail, we need to 
make sure the system still works correct when failure happens

● performance: how to accomplish tasks with low latency and high 
throughput

● security: information transmitted via network need to be protected
● communication: how should all the machines communicate with each other
● virtualization: how to make resources from the cloud look like a normal 

user-friendly computer.
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As our circle of knowledge 
expands, so does the 
circumference of darkness 
surrounding it.



And, we really shouldn’t have used SVN, because ...
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4XpnKHJAok8


Final Exam Review
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22 pages, 7 questions, 88 marks for 3 hours

● Q1: 12 super-short answers, 2 marks each, roughly 15 minutes in total

○ basic knowledge and understanding

● Q2: 6 short answers, 4 marks each, roughly 30 minutes in total

○ things that require a bit of explanation

● Q3: some question that takes roughly 10 minutes

● Q4: some question that takes roughly 20 minutes

● Q5: some question that takes roughly 15 minutes

● Q6: some question that takes roughly 30 minutes

● Q7: some question that takes roughly 20 minutes



Possible types for the “long” questions

● Coding: typically complete partially completed code, with a mild number of 
lines need to be added (less than 10 lines)

● Find bugs in code and fix it

● Read code and write output, or analyse speed.

● Tracing: trace a learned mechanism and write output for each step

● Calculations: e.g., calculated maximum blah, number of steps to blah

● Analysis: analyse a relative complex mechanism in a few steps, evaluate 
output and performance in different scenarios.

● Other creative, clever, interesting questions ...
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Content covered

Everything, with more weight on what’s after midterm.

roughly 35% before midterm, 65% after midterm
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Overall difficulty

Many questions are easy, you just need to do your work and 
know the stuff. No excuse if cannot even answer these.

Some questions requires deeper understanding, so people 
who actually understand stuff can differentiate themselves.

A couple questions are slightly tricky so that people who 
learned really well can excel.
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Let’s go over everything
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Virtualization Concurrency
➢ Threads
➢ Locks
➢ Conditional variables
➢ Semaphores ...

Persistence
➢ File systems
➢ Journaling, logging
➢ I/O devices
➢ File integrity ...

Virtualizing CPU
➢ Processes
➢ Threads
➢ Scheduling ...

Virtualizing Memory
➢ Address space
➢ Segmentation
➢ Paging ...
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Processes

● What is a process?

● What is PCB? What information is stored in PCB?

● Where does OS keep all processes’ PCBs?

● How is a process created?

● How is a process terminated?

● How does fork() work? 

● How does exec() work?

● What does virtual address space look like?



System Calls & Context Switch

● What is direct execution and limited direct execution?

● What problems of direct execution does LDE fix?

● Why do we need user mode and kernel mode?

● What happens when a process makes a system call?

● What happens in a context switch?

● What hardware supports are needed to perform context switch?

● What did you do in Assignment 1 and how do you do everything correctly?
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Scheduling

● What are FCFS, SJF, STCF, RR?

● What are the differences between the above scheduling algorithms?

● What are the pros and cons of each of the above scheduling algorithm?

● What is turnaround time? What is response time? When do they matter?

● What is MLFQ? How does it work?

● What are the ideas behind the design of MLFQ?

● How does MLFQ solve different kinds of problems?
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Virtualization Concurrency
➢ Threads
➢ Locks
➢ Conditional variables
➢ Semaphores ...

Persistence
➢ File systems
➢ Journaling, logging
➢ I/O devices
➢ File integrity ...

Virtualizing CPU
➢ Processes
➢ Threads
➢ Scheduling ...

Virtualizing Memory
➢ Address space
➢ Segmentation
➢ Paging ...



Thread & Concurrency

● What are the pros and cons of threads compared to processes?

● How do threads look like in the virtual address space?

● What are shared and not shared between different threads?

● What are concurrency issues? How to identify concurrency issues?

● What is the critical section problem?

● What requirements need to be satisfied by a solution to a CSP?

● How to check a solution and see it the requirements are satisfied?

● How does Peterson’s algorithm solve the CSP with two threads?
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Semaphore, Locks, Condition Variables

● How to use semaphores to solve synchronization problems?

● How to use locks to solve synchronization problems?

● How to use CVs to solve synchronization problems?

● How to use a combination of semaphore, lock or CVs to solve 

synchronization problems?

● How to use atomic instruction like test-and-set to implement a spinlock?

● What’s the difference between spinlock and sleep lock?

● What is a deadlock? When do we have deadlock?
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Virtualization Concurrency
➢ Threads
➢ Locks
➢ Conditional variables
➢ Semaphores ...

Persistence
➢ File systems
➢ Journaling, logging
➢ I/O devices
➢ File integrity ...

Virtualizing CPU
➢ Processes
➢ Threads
➢ Scheduling ...

Virtualizing Memory
➢ Address space
➢ Segmentation
➢ Paging ...



Virtual Memory

● Why virtualizing memory?

● What are the goals of memory virtualization?

● What is address binding? What problem does it have?

● What is segmentation? What’s its advantage over address binding?

● What problem does segmentation have?

● What hardware supported is needed by segmentation?
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Paging

● What is paging?

● What is the advantage of paging compared to segmentation?

● What is a page table? What does it do?

● What is a linear page table? What is a multi-level page table?

● What are the pros and cons between linear and multi-level page tables?

● How to do address translation using linear and multi-level page tables?

● What are PTE, PDE, PTBR, PDBR?
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TLB & Demand Paging

● What is TLB? Why do we use it? How does it work?

● Why does TLB speed up address translation?

● What are the issues with TLB? How to solve these issues?

● What happens when we get a TLB hit?

● What happens when we get a TLB miss?

● What is demand paging? Why do we do it? How does it work?

● What is a page fault? What happens when we get a page fault?
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Replacement Policies

● What are OPT, FIFO, RANDOM, LRU, CLOCK?

● How do they work?

● What are the pros and cons of each of them?

● What is the purpose of OPT?

● What kind of localities do programs have?

● What did you do in Assignment 2 and how did you do it correctly?
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Virtualization Concurrency
➢ Threads
➢ Locks
➢ Conditional variables
➢ Semaphores ...

Persistence
➢ File systems
➢ Journaling, logging
➢ I/O devices
➢ File integrity ...

Virtualizing CPU
➢ Processes
➢ Threads
➢ Scheduling ...

Virtualizing Memory
➢ Address space
➢ Segmentation
➢ Paging ...



File Systems

● What are the goals of file systems?

● What are files and directories? Why do we say they are abstractions?

● What are the interface functions that we have for file systems?

● What happens when you read and write a file?

● Why do we need lseek()? Why do we need fsync()?

● What is special about rename()?

● What’s the difference between hard link and symbolic link?

● What are the limitations of a hard link and symbolic link?

● How does rm work?
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File System Implementation

● In VSFS, what on-disk structure stores the data and metadata?

● What is data region, inode table, inode bitmap, data bitmap?

● How are they related to each other? How to locate them?

● What is superblock?

● What information is stored in inode?

● What is the data block content of a directory / file / symbolic link inode?

● What are indirect pointers and double indirect pointers? Why have them?

● How to determine the maximum file size supported?

● How to determine the maximum number of files supported?
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File System Implementation

● How disk I/Os are caused when we read/write a file at /path/to/file?

● How to speed up file system read / write?

● What is caching? What is buffering?

● Why caching is useful?

● Why buffering is useful?

● What is static partitioning? What is dynamic partitioning? Pros and cons?
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Hard Disk

● How does a hard disk work?

● What are seek, rotate and transfer?

● Why is track skew useful?

● Why is zoning useful?

● How does Track Buffer work?

● How does disk scheduling work? What are FCFS, SSTF, SCAN, C-SCAN, 

LOOK?

● What is each scheduling algorithm’s advantages and problem?
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FFS

● What are the problems with the original UNIX file system?

● How does FFS solve these problems?

● What is a cylinder group? Why do we have them?
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Consistency, LFS, RAID

● Given different crash scenarios, how to decide if the file system is consistent 

after a partial update?

● What is FSCK? What are its limitations?

● How does journaling work? What is its advantage over FSCK?

● What is a transaction? 

● What are the steps to update disk with consistency guaranteed?

● What is metadata journaling? How to do it right?

● What is LFS? What are its advantages and problems?

● What is the basic idea of RAID? 
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Summary

● Understanding is more important than memorizing.

● How to review

○ Go through these questions and be able to answer them.

○ Review all the exercises.

○ Review what you did in the assignments.

○ Practice with some old exams 
■ https://login.library.utoronto.ca/cgi-bin/go_log.pl?url=http://exams.library.utoronto.ca?source=students

○ Whenever in doubt, ask on Piazza or come to office hours!
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Don’t miss it!

When: Monday December 7th, 9:00am - 12:00pm

Where: Gym A/B

Bring your student card.
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one more thing ...
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